Access Charger Stand and Pogo Installation Instructions
The following instructions will guide you through the process of mounting an Access charger on
the charging stands, Pogo cable manager, and bracket that are available from Ecotec. Please
note that a few different combinations of available stands are possible, however the stands and
chargers are similar and these instructions are applicable to all combinations. Always wear
appropriate eye protection and any other PPE that is required by your employer anytime you
are using power tools to assemble the stand and charger as shown below!
Charger Installation on to Stand
Step 1 Locate the included charger to stand mounting hardware that was shipped with your
stand. Two 7/16” wrenches will be required to assemble the stand to the charger.

Step 2 Position Charger and stand on a flat surface as shown below. Line up the chargers in the
position that they will be mounted.

Step 3 Insert the included bolts from the rear of the stand and through the charger on all 4
corners of the rear of the charger. Be sure to install the flat and lock washers as shown
below.

Step 4 Install and tighten the included nuts, and secure the stand to the charger. If using
power tools, wear proper eye protection and any other employer required PPE!

Step 5 Carefully lift the charger into the upright position. Some charger/stand combinations
are very heavy (up to 225 lbs.). Always obtain assistance when necessary and use
appropriate lifting techniques (lift with legs, close to your body)!

Step 6 Using the holes in the bottom portion of the stand, secure the charger stand to the
mounting surface. Please note that mounting hardware is not included. Caution! – The charge
stand is top heavy, do not leave or use the charger unsecured in an upright position!

Pogo Bracket Installation
Step 1 Locate the included charger to stand mounting hardware that was shipped with your
stand. Two 1/2” wrenches will be required to assemble the stand to the charger.
Step 2 Insert the provide bolts as shown below.

Step 3 Align the mounting bracket on either side of the stand as shown below.

Step 4 Using the supplied washers and nuts secure the bracket to the stand as shown below. If
using power tools, wear proper eye protection and any other employer required PPE!

Pogo Stick Installation
Step 1 Remove the nut and washer and insert the Pogo stick into the desired hole, aligning the
snubber chain opposite the charger to protect it from rebound damage.

Step 2 Secure the Pogo stick to the bracket as shown below. If using power tools, wear proper
eye protection and any other employer required PPE!

Step 3 Insert the charger output cable into the Pogo stick retainer clip as below. Installation is
now complete.
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